Scheduling design process with workflow for armored vehicle transmission
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Abstract. Studying the scheduling problems of product design process is great significance to shorten the cycle of product development and to speed up product development. The problem of optimal scheduling of transmission design flow of armored vehicle can be regarded as an optimal problem of resource constrained project scheduling. Due to the complexity of the factors affecting project, the traditional perspective is difficult to establish the proper model. Through workflow modeling we can fully describe information of the processes. In this article, based on the problem of optimal scheduling of transmission design flow of armored vehicle, we studied scheduling optimization problems based on product design process of workflow, then provided the optimal model based on the product design process of workflow. At last, we developed a system platform based on product design project scheduling of workflow to allow users to define process of product design according to their requirements and to optimize the design task scheduling through optimal scheduling modules in the platform in order to achieve the goal of shortening project duration.

1. Introduction

Based on the problem of optimal scheduling of transmission design flow of armored vehicle, for these problem which can be regarded as an optimal problem of resource constrained project scheduling, we propose a scheduling model based on optimal process of product design of workflow, and design a scheduled platform of optimal process for the transmission design of armored vehicle.

The concept of workflow derives from production management, and WFMC (Workflow Management Coalition) define as that all or part of automation the business process; in the process, documents, information or tasks alternate in accordance with certain rules to achieve coordination among members of the organization in order to achieve business goals [1].

Product design process can be defined as a design task consisted of various activities connected each other of different functions, according to a certain logic and order in which they are executed. Figure 1 shows that product design process consists of a series of design tasks, which are connected based on logical relationships.

According to Figure 1, the workflow is an abstract overview of product design process, and workflow, as an indispensable part, is closely related to product design processes. In this paper, we focus on the scheduling optimization problems based on product design process of workflow.

Currently, for the research of model of workflow, the methods mainly include[2]: Process model based on activity network diagram[3]; Process chain model based on Event-driven[4]; Workflow model based on Petri net[5]; Workflow model based on speech act theory and Workflow transaction model, etc. But these workflow models generally have the following problems: ① Representation are not intuitive; ② the flexibility of model is not well, and uneasy to handle uncertain problems arising
the implementation. ③ the model lacks of targeted: some models are too simple and unable to describe complex processes; in order to pursue commonality and universality, some models have powerful ability of description, though they are too complicated. For some problems, such as the problem of product design, those models lack of applicability; some others lack of steps for actual product design, such as Fallback, etc. ④ In order to meet the requirements of most fields for workflow, models commonly include the cycling route and polling the routing node, which does not apply to product design and resource-constrained scheduling optimization of project.

By analysis, these models cannot be used directly on product design process scheduling optimization problems, so in this paper, based on activity network diagram, we proposed scheduling optimization model for product design process of transmission of armored vehicle.

2. Workflow model based on active network

At present, there are many methods to build the workflow model: Workflow based on Petri net model; XPDL--Workflow modeling method based on XML; Based on the AON network method. Where, because AON network method have good logic and feasibility to cope with the problems proposed in this paper, so we choose AON network diagrams to build workflow models. Some concepts of the AON network diagram are defined as follows:

Definition 1: A directed graph G represents the project implementation process, it is a tuple:
\[ G = (N, C) \]
Where N is the set of all tasks in the project, known as the node; C is a collection of all arrows in the project, which represent the logical relationship between project tasks.

Definition 2: Node N is a task that is in the process of project implementation:
\[ N = \{D, E, R, T\} \]
Where, D are the input and output data sets; E is the performer of the task, and it can be people or a sector, and also can be a software component; R is a resources collection of task execution required; T is the logical constraints of task.

Definition 3: Time constraints:
\[ T = \{t, t^b, d, f^d, t^{diff}, t^{dist}\} \]
Where, t is the duration of task; \( t^b \) is the start time of force of the task, that is, task must be performed after the specified start time; \( d \) is the deadlines; \( f^d \) is a fixed-time constraint, it represents the activity can only be implemented within the specified period of time; \( t^{diff} \) is the time difference, which caused by two adjacent tasks in different time zones; \( t^{dist} \) is the distance, which represents the required time interval between two tasks.

3. Product design and process optimization scheduling model based on workflow

Based on activity network diagram to build workflow models, and then constructing optimal scheduling model of product design process based on workflow, with its combined with XML, we define a kind of process execution Language for the design of transmission device, by which describes relationships and properties formally between objects, and provide scheduling model of product design process(as shown in the Figure 2).

According to WfMC workflow reference model in the process of engine features description, one of them is the analysis process of definition. To satisfy this function, two prerequisites are necessary[6]:
① a formal description language (usually XML). Making use of this description language can describe a process definition.
② A set of objects can reflect the process definition model and results, generally called definition object.
4. Achieve the optimal scheduling of Transmission design of armored vehicle based on workflow

4.1 Formal description of the design process

As the element model shown in Figure 2, in the paper, we studied product design and scheduling model through the combination of elements, such as design process, child process, design task, jump, design resource, design data, application, roles, users and departments to describe the product design process. Making use of process scheduling engine parses the design process into a set of objects, and the group structure can reflect the design structure.

4.2 The realization of graphical process design file generation tool

When the process description is end, system should be called a graphical process design file generation tool to generate an XML format file, which are used to implement optimal scheduling of the product design. Based on the preceding analysis, when the process of product design is end and the results are saved to the database, the system will automatically generate the PDPEL grammar XML format and JPG image files, and save them to the database or local in order to optimize the scheduling and execution of this process.

4.3 Realization of optimal scheduling modules

When graphical process design document generation tool generates an XML format file, system calls optimization modules to analyze the XML file, and to optimize the design task scheduling in order to achieve the aim of shortening. Optimal operation interface of ZK as shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 2 Meta-model of Product design Process Definition
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Fig.3 The interface of optimal design designed by ZK
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5. Conclusion

In order to solve the problem of armored vehicle transmission design process scheduling, this paper research the product design process based on the workflow scheduling optimization problem.

As discussed in the paper, the base of implementation of process scheduling is to build the correct model. The influencing factors of projects is very complicated, So it’s very hard to establish the correct model from the traditional perspective. But through modeling of workflow can fully describe the information of process. Hence, it’s is of great significance to research the product design process based on the workflow scheduling problem.

Also, the paper research and develop a product design project scheduling system platform based on workflow. Through this platform, users can define the product design process according to requirements. And then, through the scheduling optimization module of platform to optimize the design task scheduling in order to cut down project time.
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